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Placement. Every room should be studied to determine how
many flowers it needs and where they should be placed to em-
phasize the design of the room. Too many arrangements lessen
the effectiveness of all of them. Important arrangements in un-
important places disturb the unity of a room. When building a
new house, it might be possible to make a specially lighted niche
in the right place in some rooms for the main flower arrangement.
In a living room a large, beautiful arrangement should be placed
as near as possible to the center of interest, which might be the
main seating group before the fireplace. See page 86. If addi-
tional flowers are needed one or two less important secondary ar-
rangements could be placed at the furniture groups which are next
in importance, or wherever attention is to be focused. In a formal
living room a pair of period vases with identical bouquets might
be placed on each end of the mantel shelf; or urns could be placed
on tables at each side of the fireplace. In a cottage small sprightly
nosegays may be placed wherever there is a space for them.
In a dining room the more important arrangement is often placed
on the buffet and a lower bouquet on the table so that the diners
can see over it. Small identical arrangements may be grouped
on the buffet or on the table or set at each place. See pages 59
and 278.
A hall should be furnished so that provision is made for a flower
arrangement at the center of interest. A shelf or a table under-
neath a mirror is usually an advantageous location. See page 60.
An uninteresting hall might be improved by the addition of two
stands or pillars, perhaps from a wrecking establishment, each
topped with an urn of leaves or flowers.
* The background space where flowers are to be placed must be
considered carefully, and the arrangement designed to^ fit it. A
tall, narrow wall space prescribes a tall, slender grouping] A shelf
or a buffet usually requires a horizontal arrangement wifn extend-
ing vine, branch, or leaves producing the lines desired. Circular
arrangements and radiating lines are in harmony with low round
tablesl
'Scale enters into the placement problem. A small bouquet seems
lost on a big table; a large bouquet on a small table looks top-
heavy. Small rooms suggest small arrangements; small arrange-
ments are useless in large rooms.

